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Cognitive foundations of emotion verbs complementation 
in Croatian

The paper looks into emotion verbs complementation in Croatian with the help of the 
methodological apparatus of Cognitive Grammar. The authors set off from the psychologi-
cal research into categorization of human emotions (Shaver, Schwartz, Kirson & O’Connor 
1987) which, next to the main division of emotions into positive and negative, proposes 
intensity and degree of their activation potential as basic categorization criteria. The auth-
ors try to make clear and unambiguous the connection between, on the one hand, highly 
schematic concepts based on the dynamics of spatial relations which unify specific case 
meanings (the concept of origin for the genitive, the concept of directedness for the dative, 
the concept of target for the accusative and the concept of parallelism for the instrumen-
tal), and case marking of emotion verb complements, on the other. In order to achieve 
that, they analyse and explain, in particular, the close connection between encyclopedic 
knowledge and the concept of origin, and the genitive marking of verb complements in 
examples such as stidjeti se koga/~ega (to be ashamed of something/somebody). Furthermo-
re, in the examples such as ponositi se kim/~im (to be proud of something/somebody) they 
establish the motivation for the instrumental coding of the complement in the correlation 
of different affective experiences with the scheme of parallelism. With the analysis of 
these and other examples the authors point out to the fact that case marking of verb 
complements in this group is semantically motivated, deeply rooted in the encyclopedic 
knowledge and everyday experiences, and thus, deeply connected with spatial concepts.

1. Introduction

1.1 Complementation of emotion verbs and semantic motivation of 
grammatical structure 

When speaking about the relationship between grammar and meaning, dif-
ferent contemporary models of grammatical description are generally divided 
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into formal and functional approaches. Formal approaches separate syntactic 
relations from semantics and pragmatics i.e. they study and describe syntactic 
structure in isolation using a formal methodological apparatus which is not 
based on semantic or pragmatic terms. The prototype of such an approach 
was set up with the publication of Chomsky’s transformational grammar, i.e. 
Syntactic structures (1957), a work based on his doctoral dissertation The Lo-
gical Structure of Linguistic Theory (1955). The main implications of such an 
ap proach are reflected in the thesis of the autonomy of syntax, which is also 
one of the foundations of transformational grammar from its very inception.1 
On the other hand, functional approaches study syntactic relations in the light 
of their determination i.e. motivation by semantic and pragmatic factors. Diffe-
rent traditional functional approaches (e.g. Dik 1978, 1989, Van Valin, LaPolla 
1997, Van Valin 2001) to grammatical description separate the meaning of 
linguistic units from their use.2 In relation to that, cognitive (constructional) 
approaches (Langacker 1987, 1991, 1999, 2008, Goldberg 1995, Croft 2001) 
form a separate model of grammatical description within the functional frame-
work, in which semantics and pragmatics are not separated3. Regardless of 
that difference, all functional approaches describe structural relations in the 
light of their semantic determination i.e. motivation by semantic and pragma-
tic relations. 

In the context of these differences, emotion verbs provide a very interes-
ting field for interdisciplinary study. Emotions, as an extralinguistic phenom-
enon, are part of everyday human experience and are thus a very important 
component of human cognitive structure. In order to demonstrate that human 
affective experiences are organized in a systematic fashion, psychologists have 
studied empirically the principles and the nature of emotion categorization i.e. 
their clustering into larger groups according to different aspects and degrees 
of their similarity (see Shaver, Schwartz, Kirson & O’Connor 1987). Given the 
results of this kind of psychological research, and the insistence of the cogniti-
ve linguistic community on the intimate connection between language and ot-
her human cognitive abilities, our motivation for exploring how the principles 
of extralingusitic categorization of emotions are manifested in grammatical 
relations should come as no surprise.

The aim of this paper, is, therefore, to demonstrate that formal facts re-
lated to the complementation of emotion verbs in Croatian are actually clear 
manifestations of encyclopedic knowledge i.e. of emotional experience, and its 
systematic extralinguistic categorization. We will show, in other words, that 
this systematic pattern is reflected, in a clear and unambiguous way, in gram-
matical relations, giving them a solid semantic motivation. 

1 For detailed discussion on the relation of grammar and meaning in contemporary formal 
and functional linguistic theories see Newmeyer (1998) and Belaj (2011) and for discussion 
on autonomy of grammar and functional approaches see Croft (1995).

2 In traditional functionalism the pragmatic level if often considered a special descriptive 
level which is connected with the semantic and the syntactic level by linking rules (see 
Van Valin and LaPolla 1997).

3 On the differences and similarities between traditional functional linguistic approaches and 
constructional approaches in Cognitive Linguistics see more in Nuyts (2008). 
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1.2 Psychological studies and the definition of emotions 

Emotions can be defined as experiences or states triggered off by a certain 
event, situation, action, other people, our thoughts, expectations and plans. 
According to the basic hedonistic tone, emotions are divided into pleasant and 
unpleasant. They also differ in relation to their intensity and duration, which 
are directly connected with their activation capacity i.e. the fact that some emo-
tions encourage reaction in the form of physical activity, while others exclude 
that possibility. In one recently published psychological encyclopedic manual 
(Strickland 2000: 218) emotions are defined as “a reaction, both psychological 
and physical, subjectively experienced as strong feelings, many of which pre-
pare the body for immediate action. In contrast to moods, which are generally 
longerlasting, emotions are transitory, with relatively well–defined beginnings 
and endings. They also have valence, meaning that they are either positive or 
negative. Subjectively, emotions are experienced as passive phenomena. Even 
though it is possible to exert a measure of control over one’s emotions, they 
are not initiated – they happen to people.” 

 The first influential theory of emotions in modern times – the James–
Lange theory – was formulated independently in the 1880s by the American 
psychologist and philosopher William James and the Danish physiologist C. G. 
Lange (1834–1900). Both scientists arrived at the view that the physiological 
manifestations of emotion precede the subjective ones – rather than trembling 
because we are afraid, we are afraid because we tremble. Even though the 
brain responds to a threatening situation by activating peripheral responses, 
we do not consciously experience the emotion until these responses are acti-
vated. Thus, the central nervous system itself does not actually produce the 
emotion. Over the following decades, this theory drew a widespread response 
and criticism. An alternative model of emotional experience was formulated in 
1927 by Walter Cannon (1871–1945), who proposed that emotions do originate 
in the central nervous system. Cannon argued that nerve impulses first pass 
through the thalamus, from which subjective responses are routed through 
the cerebral cortex, directly creating the experience of fear at the same time 
that physiological responses are passing through the hypothalamus. The Can-
non–Bard theory, whose name reflects later modifications by Phillip Bard, 
thus delineated the psychological and physiological components of emotion 
as simultaneous and argued that the experience of emotion comes directly 
from the central nervous system. Some more recent theorists have once again 
moved closer to the James–Lange model. The 1962 Schachter–Singer theory 
restores James’s emphasis on the interpretation of physiological responses but 
adds another element – a cognitive evaluation of what caused the responses. 
This theory thus contradicts James’s assertion that emotion is communicated 
solely on the basis of physical feedback, asserting that this feedback by itself 
is not clear enough to specify a particular emotion. Rather, the brain chooses 
one of many possible interpretations and “labels” the feedback pattern, and 
it is this labeling that results in the experiencing of a particular emotion (see 
Strickland 2000: 218).
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People in general have a great knowledge about emotion. When given po-
sed or natural photographs of common emotional expressions, people around 
the world can reliably name the emotion being expressed (Ekman, Friesen, 
& Ellsworth, 1982a, 1982b). People from a variety of cultures agree on which 
emotion generally follows a particular set of abstract antecedents, such as 
insult, loss, and danger (Boucher & Brandt, 1981; Brandt & Boucher, 1984; 
Ekman, 1984; Roseman, 1984; Sullivan & Boucher, 1984). Both children and 
adults can report and agree on typical antecedents of several common emotions 
(Harris, 1985; Masters & Carlson, 1984; C. Smith & Ellsworth, 1985). They 
can also talk about methods for controlling the expression of negative emoti-
ons (Hochschild, 1983; Johnson, 1983; Masters & Carlson, 1984; Saarni, 1979, 
1984). Children as well as adults agree about the similarity or distinctiveness 
of a diverse array of emotions, and their similarity ratings, when multidimen-
sionally scaled or factor analyzed, reliably form a two– or three–dimen sional 
structure, with positive–negative valence, activity or arousal, and potency or 
dominance being the most frequently obtained dimensions (e.g., Averill, 1975; 
Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957; Russell, 1978, 1979, 1980: Russell & 
Ridgeway, 1983; Schlosberg, 1952, 1954). In that sense, an extensive body of 
research and theory in cognitive and cognitive–social psychology suggests that 
the various components of emotion knowledge are likely to be parts of an or-
ganized whole, and that systematic quality has been schematically presented 
in Figure 1 as three–dimensional frame of emotional categorization. 

Figure 1. Three–dimensional model of emotional categorization4

In this model every concrete emotion can be located in relation to the way 
in which it combines three key parameters: hedonistic tone or evaluation which 
divides emotions into pleasant and unpleasant (symbol E), degree of potency 
(symbol P) and ics activation potential (symbol A). Study of human intuitive 
emotional categorization by Shaver et al. (1987) showed that, regardless of the 
fact that the number of categories respondents could establish was not fixed 
in advance, emotional domain can be structured within a three–dimen sional 

4 See graphical presentation in Shaver et al. (1987: 1069).
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model. In that model different concrete emotions form clusters in relation to 
their proximity in the given “coordinate system” i.e. more or less expressed 
similarity according to three given criteria. 

The three–dimensional solution corresponds well with three–di-
mensional solutions obtained earlier by, for example, Schlosberg 
(1954), Osgood et al. (1957), and Russell and Mehrabian (1977). 
The first, horizontal dimension corresponds with what Osgood et 
al. called “evaluation.” The second and third, extending back and 
up, respectively, are formed by splitting intensity dimension into 
two separate vectors, which Osgood et al. called “potency” and 
“activity”. (Shaver et al. 1987: 1071)

In respect to what has been said above, in the central part of this paper 
we will try to see if the described nature of categorization of emotions has any 
impact on grammatical relations i.e if it is formally reflected in grammatical 
structure, in particular in the case marking of emotion verb complements.5 
If we manage to demonstrate this, it will mean that a grammatical category 
can be determined by the very nature of human categorization and conceptu-
alization of extralinguistic phenomena. This, of course, will be in perfect tune 
with the functional thesis about the motivation of grammatical structure by 
semantic relations, which we have described above. 

2. Semantic analysis of emotion verbs and case coding of their complements 

In this section, the character of affective states expressed by specific emotion 
verbs will be clearly and unambiguously related to the basic spatial concepts 
of origin (point of departure), directedness, goal and parallelism, and through 
that, to the main criteria of emotion categorization in psychological research. 
Specific verb groups will be described using the methodology of Cognitive 
Grammar. Thus, it will be shown that case marking of their complements is 
highly motivated by the extralinguistic categorization of emotions which is 
largely based on spatial concepts. 

Theory which is today known as Cognitive Grammar first appeared on the 
world linguistic scene under the name space grammar (Langacker 1982). Thus, 
it could be said that from its very inception cognitive grammar emphasized 
spatial foundation of human conceptualization and, as a result, largely of the 
grammar itself. R. Langacker (1987: 489) defines grammar as a structured in-
ventory of conventional linguistic units. That definition implies that grammar 
is not merely a list of mutually independent categories but that grammatical 
categories are determined by interdependent relations within the system. 

5 Of course, since these general theses can be proved only by systematic and non–selective 
analysis of corpus data, authors will analyse all emotion verbs which open up space for 
genitive, dative, accusative and instrumental complements. A list of analysed verbs has been 
compiled not only through introspection but also by systematic dictionary analysis.
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Feature of conventionality stems from the symbolic nature of linguistic units 
and the fact that the relation between their phonological and semantic pole 
(see Langacker 1987: 76–81) is arbitrary. In other words, grammar consists of 
those aspects of cognitive organization on which the speaker’s knowledge of 
linguistic conventions rests. In line with that, R. Langacker defines cognitive 
grammar as a usage–based model and emphasizes the importance of the study 
of symbolic and semantic aspects of linguistic (grammatical) units. As a matter 
of fact, he places the semantic component in the centre of the grammatical 
description, claiming that language is by its nature symbolic. Here, it is im-
portant to note that grammar in this theory, in principle, is not separated from 
lexicon but these two levels of linguistic description form a continuum. Semantic 
analysis in the following part of this section will be based on these methodolo-
gical assumptions. That analysis will be carried out on the verb groups divided 
according to the formal criterium of case coding of their complements. Howe-
ver, these formal facts and perceived patterns will, in that sense, be considered 
only as reflections of conceptual–semantic regularities which will be recogni-
zed, established and explained by detailed analysis. 

2.1 Genitive complements 

Genitive complements, either without prepositions or in a prepositional 
phrase od+genitive6, with verbs such as bojati se (to be afraid of), pla{iti se 
(to be scared of), strahovati (to fear), gnu{ati se (to loathe), stidjeti se (to be 
ashamed of), sramiti se (to be ashamed of), groziti se (tu shudder), libiti se (to 
hesitate), zazirati (to have an aversion to) and so on are primarily motivated 
by the nature of emotion they express i.e. emotion that is characteristic of 
the sub ject/trajector. Since these are, almost without exception, extremely 
negatively marked emotions, most often different types of fear with smaller 
or larger activation potential, the motivation for the genitive coding of their 
complements is completely clear and logical if we have in mind the concept of 
ablativity (departure as one of the core meanings of the genitive). 

In such scenarios, genitive complements as landmarks with the semantic 
role of a broadly understood effector7 function as some kind of impulse to 

6 It should be noted that in the genitive with the preposition od and in other prepositional 
phrases, the nominal word is not governed by the verb, but by the preposition heading the 
prepositional phrase. But in this paper we shall ignore this formal criterion because it is 
not relevant for our discussion.

7 The semantic role of the effector is here understood as an effector of a broader type, 
which encompasses prototypical inanimate referents and animate referents which lack the 
semantic features of volition and intention, in relations to the action expressed by the verb, 
i.e. unvoluntary agents. Contexts with unvoluntary agents cover examples such as Sramim 
se njegovih postupaka prema nekim ljudima / I am ashamed of his actions toward some 
people, Zazirem od ljudi kao {to je on / I have an aversion to people like him, Ve} danima 
strahujem od njegove reakcije / I’ve feared his reaction for days etc. In such cases, the action 
of the referents coded by the genitive does not have to be, and most often is not, directly 
or intentionally directed towards the subject. In other words, the reaction of the subject 
in the form of some kind of departure from the genitive referent is not direct, but is an 
indirect consequence of its action. 
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the subject/trajector. That impulse triggers off interaction between these two 
elements in the scenario (thinner dashed two–sided arrow in Figure 2), and re-
sults in a specific psychological state of the subject that enables us to connect 
it with the semantic role of experiencer. Since we are talking about negative 
experiences, and negative emotions result in our instinctive departure from 
their causes (bold dashed arrow in Figure 2), the semantic motivation for the 
genitive coding of complements/landmarks as conceptual origins of ablativity 
in this group is obvious, unambiguous and psychologically rooted. Apart from 
this basic aspect of ablativity, in such scenarios another aspect of ablativity is 
implicitly or explicitly present through the category of cause8 which is related to 
the genitive complement/landmark. The cause, as the initiatior of the event struc-
ture in the action chain determines the departure of the subject/trajector from the 
genitive landmark (compare Bojim se njihova posjeta (zbog mogu }e reakcije mo-
jih roditelja) / I am afraid of their visit (because of the possible reaction of 
my parents), Grozim se takvih situacija (zbog problema koji poslije nastaju) 
/ I shudder at these kinds of situations (because of the problems that may 
arise) etc.).

8 In localist theories, the category of cause as an abstract concept of a secondary order is 
explained by the primary spatial meaning of ablativity. For more on that, and other abstract 
meanings elaborating the category of space see in Lyons (1977: 718–724) who gives a good 
and concise overview of the localist assumptions, and in Belaj (2009).

9 On the meaning of directedness as the most schematic meaning in the taxonomy of dative 
meanings see Belaj and Tanackovi} Faletar (2008) and Tanackovi} Faletar (2010). For more 
on schematic meanings of other dependent cases see Tanackovi} Faletar (2010).

Figure 2. Genitive coding of the complements coding the conceptual origin of 
ablativity with verbs expressing negative emotions

2.2 Dative complements

Dative complements, just like genitive complements, are also determined 
by the nature of emotion as the primary criterion of case marking. But, con-
trary to the genitive complements, which are the result of negative emotions 
expressed by verbs and are therefore compatible with ablative meaning, dati-
ve complements fit the schematic meaning of the dative, viz. directedness or 
adlativity9. The reason is that verbs with dative complements in most cases 
express positive emotions, which result in the subject’s/trajector’s wish to get 
closer to the referent of the dative complement/landmark. These verbs are: 
radovati se (to look forward to), veseliti se (to look forward to), obradovati se 
(to be happy about), razveseliti se (to be happy about), zavidjeti (to envy), diviti 
se (to admire) etc.
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The mentioned verbs most often have animate referents10 as complements. 
These referents are affected by the action of some more concrete or more 
abstract entity belonging to the personal sphere of the dative complement. As 
such, the dative–marked complements may be claimed to have the semantic 
role of the target person (TP)11, a sort of generalized dative role which usually 
subsumes the dative roles of a recipient, benefactive, malefactive and experien-
cer12 (e.g. Veselim se njegovu dolasku / I look forward to his arrival, Radujem 
se njegovoj odluci / I look forward to his decision, Obradovao sam im se kada 
su stigli / I was happy to see them when they arrived etc.). Scenarios with 
dative complements with given verb types are semantically somewhat more 
complex than the previously described scenarios with genitive complements 
because the dative complement/landmark functions both as the effector and 
the target person13. As genitive complements, dative landmarks are some kind 
of effectors of ablative–causal nature, which trigger off some kind of psycholo-
gical experience in the subject/trajector and initiate its action. Here, this action 
is of adlative nature because the resulting emotions are positive. This enables 
the dative complement to function as the target person i.e. the object of the 
trajector’s desire to get closer to the entity that is seen as positive. 

This ablative–adlative chain of causes and consequences is even more obvi-
ous if we look at the following examples expressing explicit causality: Veselim 
se njihovu dolasku jer ih dugo nisam vidio / I look forward to their arrival 
because I haven’t seen them in a while; Radujem se njegovoj odluci jer bi se 
moglo puno toga promijeniti / I look forward to his decision because it could 
change a lot of things etc. One of the rare verbs which govern dative comple-
ments, and which do not express positive emotions is the verb zavidjeti (to 
envy). But even that verb fits into the adlative concept because of the subject’s/
trajector’s desire to get closer to and to finally possess a certain entity, charac-
teristic or something else that is located in the personal sphere of the dative 
referent/landmark. The scenario with dative complements of positive emotion 
verbs is presented in Figure 3. The emphasis is on the central concept of ad-
lativity which is marked by a bold dashed arrow. 

10 Animate referents prevail, but there are also many examples with inanimate referents (e.g. 
Veselim se zimskim praznicima / I am looking forward to the winter vacations, Radujem se 
godi{njem odmoru / I am looking forward to the holidays etc.). 

11 On personal sphere as the unifying schematic meaning of the dative and, consequently, on 
the semantic role of target person ascribed to dative referents see DMbrowska (1997), Pali} 
(2010) and [ari} (2008).

12 Target person, as the general semantic role of the dative, subsumes these microroles of the 
dative in general, but not in the case of these verbs because here we only talk about the 
target person which is not realized in any of these subroles.

13 This is also one of many pieces of evidence that makes untenable the –criterion, as one 
of the main principles of Principles and Parameters Theory (PPT). Namely, this criterion 
states that every argument can be ascribed only one thematic role, and every thematic role 
is ascribed to one and only one argument. For a detailed discussion on the untenability of 
the –criterion see Jackendoff (1990: 59–60). 
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Figure 3. Dative coding of complements in the concept of adlativity with posi-
tive emotion verbs

2.3 Accusative complements

As explained above, the primary psychological–semantic criterion for ge-
nitive and dative complements is the nature of the emotion expressed by the 
verb. On the other hand, in the case of verbs governing the accusative, either 
without a preposition or with the preposition na in the indirect object, this 
criterion is not very important. In this case, the key criterion is the activation 
potential of the emotion, which was described in the introduction. As opposed 
to emotion verbs with dative complements, all verbs with accusative comple-
ments refer to extremely strong positive and negative emotions such as mrziti 
(to hate), voljeti (to love), obo`avati (to adore), prezirati (to despise), ljutiti se 
(to be angry), naljutiti se (to get angry), razljutiti se (to get angry), srditi se 
(to be angry), rasrditi se (to get angry), bjesnjeti (to be mad), razbjesnjeti se (to 
get mad). The intensity of emotions enables the inclusion of these accusative 
meanings into the schematic concept of target. These verbs open up possi-
bilities for a more direct contact of the subject/trajector with the accusative 
referent/landmark. In Figure 4, this is shown by an even bolder dashed arrow 
directed from the trajector to the landmark. As we can see in this Figure, the 
only difference between dative and accusative scenarios that matters, at least 
for our discussion, is precisely that possibility of a concrete or abstract direct 
affectedness of the landmark. The other relations remain the same and will 
not be repeated here. Our claims can be nicely captured by comparing, for 
example, verbs diviti se (to admire) and zavidjeti (to envy), which govern dative 
complements, with verbs voljeti (to love), obo`avati (to admire) or mrziti (to 
hate), which govern accusative complements. As we can clearly see, the first 
set of verbs expresses emotions of lower intensity and activation potential. 
Such verbs signal the directedness of the subject’s emotion towards the dative 
landmark, their distance and the subject/trajector–to–complement/landmark 
flow of energy in the action chain. On the other hand, when dealing with 
verbs that govern accusative complements we talk about emotions of much 
stronger intensity which result in a greater likelihood of action towards the 
object. At the same time, this decreases the distance between them and allows 
for action with an energy flow running in both directions. The intensity of 
these emotions, especially if they result in some kind of direct contact, very 
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often provokes some kind of reaction on the part of the referent realized as 
the object.14 

14 In accordance with R. Langacker and his view of transitivity, i. e. the ’billiard ball model’ 
(see Langacker 1991), as well as with Hopper and Thompson (1980), it is also very impor-
tant to emphasize the fact that, in this kind of view, the transitive construction actually 
bears ’a meaning of its own’. Keeping that in mind, we may say that it is actually not the 
accusative complement in itself that is linked to particular aspects of emotions, but that 
the whole construction is involved in the form–meaning pattern.

Figure 4. Accusative coding of complements in the concept of adlativity with 
emphasized target scheme 

2.4 Instrumental complements

Instrumental complements, either without prepositions with emotion verbs 
such as ponositi se (to be proud of), di~iti se (to be proud of), odu{eviti se (to 
be thrilled) or in prepositional phrases such as s(a) / za / nad + instrumental 
with the verbs suosje}ati (to sympathize with), tugovati (to mourn), ̀ aliti (to re-
gret), ̀ alovati (to mourn), ̀ udjeti (to long), ~eznuti (to yearn), patiti (to suffer), 
ludovati (to be crazy about), sa`aliti se (to feel pity for), are motivated by the 
schematic concept of parallelism. With these verbs, the concept of parallelism 
is realized in its more abstract i.e. non–spatial sense, in relation to the nature 
of the emotions expressed by these verbs or the activation potential inherent 
in these emotions.

The prototype concept of spatial parallelism i.e. overlap of the paths of the 
nominative trajector and the instrumental landmark, so obvious in the instru-
mental sociative and instrument meanings (e.g. Ivan {e}e s prijateljem / Ivan is 
taking a walk with a friend, Ana putuje automobilom / Ana travels by car etc.), 
is also discernible in the scenario coded by the verb suosje}ati / to sympathize 
with. The emotion which is marked by the verb includes affective identifica-
tion of the experiencer (trajector) with the effector (landmark) (e.g. Suosje}am 
s prijateljem koji je izgubio obitelj / I sympathize with a friend who has lost his 
family). The identification of these two participants in the process designated 
by the verb, which is fostered by the metaphoric mapping of concrete spatial 
relations to abstract relations in the emotional domain, fits easily into the 
concept of parallelism on the conceptual level. In examples of this type, the 
trajector identifies with the emotional state of the landmark and, in that sen-
se, maintains a metaphorical equidistance analog to the physical equidistance 
between the trajector and the landmark in scenarios of parallel physical move-
ment. This metaphoric equidistance provides the conceptual–semantic motivation 
for the instrumental coding of the landmark. This is represented in Figure 5 by a 
bold dashed two–sided arrow connecting the trajector and the landmark.
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Figure 5. Instrumental with the preposition s(a) with the verb suosje}ati

In the case of instrumentals without a preposition, in combination with 
verbs ponositi se and di~iti se (to be proud of), we are dealing with extreme-
ly positive emotions. But unlike verbs with dative complements, which also 
express positive affective states, in this case landmarks coded by the instru-
mental are, so to say, part of the trajectors themselves. To put it simply, the 
feeling of pride can ocur only in relation to some entity which represents part 
of us i.e. which we consider ours. We identify ourselves with it on the affective 
level and thus it is kept in our proximity (e.g. Ponosio se svojim djetetom / 
He was proud of his child, Di~io se ratnim odlikovanjima / He was proud of 
his war medals etc.). Here, it is very interesting to analyse the relationship 
between these verbs and their antonyms stidjeti se and sramiti se (to be ash-
amed of) which require genitive complements (e.g. Stidio se svoga djeteta / He 
was ashamed of his child, Sramio se ratnih odlikovanja / He was asham ed of 
his war medals). This contrast certainly has to do with the negative nature 
of the emotions expressed by these verbs and with the human instinct to 
establish ever greater distance from the entities which cause shame. With 
the verbs ponositi se and di~iti se, in turn, which express positive emotions, 
such distancing will never become an issue. So, the initial minimal distance 
between the trajector and the landmark remains the same during the whole 
process. Having in mind this equidistance, the described scenario fits, even in 
this case, the schematic concept of parallelism, motivating the instrumental 
coding of the landmark itself. These relations are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Instrumental without a preposition with verbs ponositi se and di~iti se
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In Figure 6 the large circle represents the trajector, and the square located 
within this circle is the landmark, i.e. the effector which causes the emotion 
expressed by the verbs ponositi se and di~iti se. Since the landmark, in the 
case of these two verbs, represents a part of the trajector, so to speak, and the 
emotions they express are highly positively marked, the experiencer will not 
wish to distance himself from the effector. Their relationship will remain the 
same during the process denoted by the verb. This equidistance represents the 
conceptual–semantic foundation of the instrumental coding of the landmark 
and is also marked by a bold dashed two–sided arrow. The same idea of equi-
distance, coupled with the expression of the positive emotion, also explains 
the morphosyntactic coding of the complement of the verb odu{eviti se (to be 
thrilled). Put simply, there is an entity which causes a positive emotion. As 
a landmark it is initially close to the trajector and maintains this equidistant 
position relative to the trajector for some time. 

The concept of spatial parallelism is also very close to the scenarios mar-
ked by the verbs tugovati (to feel sad about), ̀ aliti (to feel sad about), ̀ alovati 
(to mourn), `udjeti (to yearn for), ~eznuti (to yearn for), patiti (to suffer) and 
ludovati (to be crazy about), which appear in combination with prepositional 
instrumental expressions of the type za + instrumental (e.g. Obitelj je mjeseci-
ma ̀ alovala za pokojnikom / The family mourned the deceased for months, On 
jo{ uvijek tuguje/`ali za biv{om suprugom / He is still sad about his ex wife, 
Oni ̀ ude/~eznu za boljim ̀ ivotom / They yearn for a better life, Moj prijatelj 
dugo je ludovao za njom / My friend was crazy about her for a long time). In 
these examples, the emotional relationship of the trajector and the landmark 
is metaphorically conceptualized as a constant attempt to follow and eventu-
ally reach the desired, but inaccessible entity. The landmarks, who are the 
objects of unfulfilled desire, constantly “evade” the trajector. The trajector is 
nevertheless, intent on reaching the entity, and so metaphorically follows it for 
some time. In this metaphorical pursuit of a desired entity, which, for some 
reason, is bound to fail, the distance between the trajector and the landmark 
remains the same during the entire process. 

This relationship is schematically presented in Figure 7, where the circle 
and the square represent the trajector and the landmark, respectively. Thin 
dashed arrows symbolize their metaphoric movement. During that movement 
the landmark moves away from the trajector (ABL marks the relation of me-
taphorical ablativity). At the same time, the trajector, represented on the other 
side of the Figure, persists in trying to get closer to the landmark. It tries to 
decrease the metaphorical distance between them (ADL marks the relation 
of metaphoric adlativity). As the result, the initial distance, represented by a 
bold dashed two–sided arrow in Figure 7, remains the same. Here again, the 
scenario fits into the instrumental scheme of parallelism. 

Figure 7. Instrumental with preposition za with verbs such as tugovati, ̀ aliti, 
`alovati, ̀ udjeti, ~eznuti, patiti, ludovati
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The verb sa`aliti se, which is used in combination with prepositional 
instrumental constructions such as nad + instrumental expresses an emo-
tion which is short–termed, and thus, does not possess a big activation 
potential. It is not very probable that such an emotion would prompt the 
experiencer to act towards the effector. Due to its limited duration, the 
distance which divides these two elements will also remain the same (e.g. 
Na putu ku}i sa`alio se nad prosjakom koji je stajao na ki{i / On the way 
home he took pity on the beggar who stood in the rain). This fact becomes 
even more obvious if we compare this verb with the verb `aliti (to feel 
sorry for) which opens up a place for an accusative complement. That verb 
expresses a long–lasting and a more intensive affective state which results 
in a greater likelihood of action towards the landmark and in the neutra-
lization of its initial distance from the trajector. As far as the preposition 
nad (literally above) is concerned, its usage in this case is motivated by the 
conceptual orientational metaphors GOOD IS UP and BAD IS DOWN (see 
Lakoff and Johnson 1980), because pity is, as a rule, felt by the person in a 
better position, and that position is metaphorically conceptualized in terms 
of supralocativity. The relationship is schematically represented in Figure 
8. Here, the circle also symbolizes the trajector/experiencer and the square 
represents the landmark/effector. In view of what has been said so far about 
the emotion expressed by the verb sa`aliti se (to take pity on), the equi-
distance between the trajector and the landmark is represented by a bold 
dashed two–sided arrow. Such equidistance represents again the conceptu-
al–semantic motivation for the instrumental coding. It also provides the link 
to the prototypical instrumental sociative and instrument meanings, where 
the equidistance between the trajector and landmark is realized through 
physical movement. 

Figure 8. Instrumental with the preposition nad with the verb sa`aliti se
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3. Conclusion

The semantic analysis presented above is by no means the whole story or 
an end in itself. It was meant to provide a platform for future discussions of 
the semantic determination of syntactic structure. Of course, since emotions 
are universal psychological category it could be added that, if the observed 
patterns of emotion verb complementation do indeed have the proposed con-
ceptual motivation, such a motivation should not be language–specific. But if 
we take for an example complementation of the same verb group in Polish, 
another Slavic language, we will see at least partially different patterns of 
complementation. However, that fact is not an argument based on which the 
main thesis of this paper, and the analysis described in the second chapter, 
could be challenged. Although emotions are universal category of human expe-
rience, grammatical relations themselves, just as their conceptual–semantic 
motivation, are always language specific to a certain degree. The aim of this 
paper was, above all, to shed light on conceptual–semantic motivation of case 
coding of emotion verb complements in Croatian. Presence of the perceived 
and described motivation patterns as the foundation of case coding of the 
emotion verb complements can surely be, to a certain point, found in other 
languages as well, even in non–Slavic ones. On the other hand, in languages 
where formal facts do not fit into the analysis carried out in this paper it is 
surely possible to determine existence of different conceptual–seman-
tic patterns which are reflected in different grammatical relations as well. In 
that way, it could be shown that in those cases as well, grammatical relations 
are semantically motivated. This very fact actually supports the main thesis of 
this paper whose aim was to show that it is possible to establish, present 
and explain semantic motivation of grammatical relations in specific 
form which is characteristic for a concrete language. Its aim was not 
to prove that described conceptual–semantic patterns are, by themselves, uni-
versal. Since formal linguistic facts in the framework of cognitive grammar are 
seen as reflection of semantic relations, and these relations in turn in the view 
of conceptual semantics represent the result of individual and the broadest 
collective experience of concrete linguistic community, it is clear that in differ-
ent languages identical conceptual–semantic motivation patterns cannot exist. 
Different formal relations emerge in languages of more or less divided cultural 
communities on the basis of their different collective experiences. However, it 
is important to note that in any of these languages grammatical facts can be 
looked at in the light of semantic motivation i.e. conceptual–semantic motiva-
tion pattern is possible to be established in their grammatical descriptions as 
well. That pattern can, to a lesser or higher degree, overlap with patterns in 
other languages but it is primarily characteristic for that concrete language 
and is reflected in specific formal relations as a result of specific experience of 
that linguistic community. To conclude, authors believe that similar conceptu-
al–semantic motivation patterns could potentially be established and described 
in other languages as well. Their differences in fact represent specific reali-
zations of universal principles of human conceptualization which are mainly 
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based on basic spatial concepts. This conclusion can therefore be regarded as 
an additional argument on behalf of the thesis of “weak” autonomy of syntax 
i.e. a critique of the thesis of its “strong” autonomy, in line with definitions 
given by R. Langacker (2005: 103–104).
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Kognitivni temelji komplementacije glagola za izra`avanje 
emocija u hrvatskome jeziku

U ovome se radu metodolo{kim aparatom kognitivne gramatike analizira komplementacija 
glagola za izra`avanje emocija u hrvatskome jeziku. Polaze}i od psiholo{kih istra`ivanja 
kategorizacije ljudskih emocija koja uz osnovnu podjelu na pozitivne i negativne emocije kao bitan 
kategorizacijski kriterij navode i njihov intenzitet te vi{i ili ni`i stupanj aktivacijskoga potencijala 
(Shaver, Schwartz, Kirson & O’Connor 1987), ovaj rad poku{ava u jasnu i nedvosmislenu vezu 
dovesti visokoshemati~ne koncepte utemeljene na dinamici prostornih odnosa koji sjedinjuju 
razli~ita specifi~na zna~enja pojedinih pade`a (koncept ishodi{ta u slu~aju genitiva, koncept 
usmjerenosti u slu~aju dativa, koncept cilja u slu~aju akuzativa i koncept paralelizma u slu~aju 
instrumentala) s pade`nim kodiranjem komplemenata glagola za izra`avanje emocija. Na taj se 
na~in primjerice analizira i obja{njava ~vrsta povezanost znanja o svijetu i koncepta udaljavanja 
s genitivnim kodiranjem glagolskih komplemenata u primjerima tipa stidjeti se koga/~ega, dok 
se u primjerima tipa ponositi se kim/~im motivacija za instrumentalno kodiranje komplemenata 
pronalazi u korelaciji druk~ijega afektivnoga iskustva sa shemom paralelizma. Analizom tih i 
brojnih drugih primjera `eli se nedvosmisleno upozoriti na ~injenicu da je pade`no kodiranje 
glagolskih komplemenata u ovoj skupini semanti~ki motivirano, ~vrsto usidreno u znanju o 
svijetu i svakodnevnim psihofizi~kim iskustvima, a samim time i duboko pro`eto prostornim 
konceptima.

Key words: verbs, emotions, Croatian language, Cognitive Linguistics
Klju~ne rije~i: glagoli, emocije, hrvatski jezik, kognitivna lingvistika
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